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Abstract. The brick-vault hall building is a special type of architectural heritage in 
China, which is significantly different from the western masonry arch heritages in 
terms of architectural form, structure, construction technology and mechanical 
performance. After hundred years of natural disasters and human factors, these brick-vault 
hall buildings mostly have a lot of damages in different degrees. In order to understand the 
architectural form and the structural performance of this typical type of architectural 
heritage, the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple was taken as an example to study. Based 
on the survey of three-dimensional laser scanner, the accurate geometrical dimension of the 
brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple was collected, the architectural form of this building 
and the relationship between the brick-vault hall building and the official-type timber 
structure were analyzed and illustrated. The material properties were observed with the 
on-site non-destructive testing method. Based on the above researches, the finite element 
model of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple was established with ANSYS, the structural 
performance of the brick-vault hall structure under the vertical load and the earthquake load 
were studied, respectively. Thus, the weak positions of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo 
Temple were found out. The results can provide the basis for the conservation of this type of 
architectural heritage. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The brick-vault hall buildings built in the Ming Dynasty (AD 1368-1644) is a unique type 

of Chinese architectural heritages. The architectural forms of these brick-vault hall buildings 

are very similar with those of the traditional timber building at that time, but they were usually 

built with grey bricks and lime mortar. For this type of architectural heritages, the brick-arch 

structures were mainly adopted to bear the floor load and the roof load. This type of architectural 

heritages has significant historical, artistic, and scientific value. In order to scientifically 

conserve these architectural heritages, their architectural forms and structural performance need 

to be studied first. 

At present, some researches on brick vaults have been put forward. Gong [1] studied the 

architectural form and structural technology of the brick-vault hall buildings of the Ming 

Dynasty. Guo [2] presented the architectural characteristics and classification of the brick-vault 

hall buildings by investigating and mapping some brick-vault hall buildings in Beijing area. 

Zhu [3] and Wang [4] discussed the decorative arts and crafts of the brick-vault hall of the 

Longchang Temple. Chang [5] studied the historical evolution of the brick-vault buildings in 

China. Jin [6] presented the architectural arts of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple. Ma [7] 

studied the properties of tube-shaped arches, T-shaped arches, cross arches and buttress shaped 

arches in residential houses on the Loess Plateau. Madalena Ponte [8] built up an architectural 

model of the National Palace of Sintra in Portugal by BIM software. Gunes Baris [9-10] 

rehabilitated the particular masonry structure of a vaulted ruin located on the historical 

peninsula of Istanbul. Valente Marco [11] investigated the architectural forms and structural 

details of the two churches which were severely damaged in northern Italy. 

To sum up, the research objects of foreign researchers are obviously different from the brick-

vault hall buildings in China. Meanwhile, the domestic scholars' research on the brick-vault hall 

buildings mainly focus on the architectural history, architectural arts and crafts. There are very 

few researches on the technical and structural aspects of this type of architectural heritages. In 

this study, the brick-vault hall building of Yongzuo Temple was taken as a typical case, and the 

architectural form and structural performance of this building was studied in detail. 

2 ARCHITECTURAL FORM 

2.1 The on-site investigation of this building 

The brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple in Taiyuan is a very typical brick-vault hall 

building built in the Ming Dynasty, its roof style is Chinese traditional Xieshan type, it has two 

floors, a width of five bays in the first floor, and a width of three bays in the second floor. The 

current state of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple was shown in Figure.1. The accurate 

geometrical information of this building was obtained through the on-site survey with 3D laser 

scanner. The scanning cloud points of this building were shown in Figure.2. 

http://apps.webofknowledge.com/OutboundService.do?SID=6ERnjGd9FUFQOJF9dGG&mode=rrcAuthorRecordService&action=go&product=WOS&daisIds=29564999
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              (a) The outdoor appearance                 (b) The indoor appearance   

Figure 1: The brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

  

(a) Longitudinal section                           （b）The first plan 

Figure 2: Scanning cloud points of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

2.2 The architectural form of this building 

According to the accurate geometrical information from the scanning cloud points, the 

length of the first floor is 19.6 m and the width is 11.9 m, the ratio of length to width is 

19.6/11.9=1.65:1. The length of the second floor is 16.8 m and the width is 10.0 m, the ratio of 

length to width is 16.8/10.0=1.68:1. According to the on-site surveys, the Jugao (the total height 

of roof) of this building is 3.820 m, the span between the front eave purlin and the back eave 

purlin is 10.870 m, the ratio of height to span is 3.820/10.870=1:2.85. The building roof is curve, 

the one side of the roof can be divided into five parts as shown in Figure.3, the height, the span 

and the ratio of height to span of each part is shown in Table.1. 

 

Figure 3: Roof form analysis of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 
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Table 1: Roof height and roof span of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

Location Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 

Span 1.036m 1.100m 1.100m 1.100m 1.100m 

Height 0.160m 0.387m 0.615m 0.955m 1.462m 

Height/Span 0.154 0.352 0.560 0.868 1.329 

According to the analysis of Fig.3 and Tab.1, the roof height of this building is 3.820 m, 

the roof span between the front eave purlin and the back eave purlin is 10.870 m, the ratio of 

height to span is 3.820/10.870=1:2.85, which is within the range of 1/3.2 ~ 1/2.7 of the 

traditional official-type timber buildings of the Ming Dynasty, the result shows that the 

architectural form of this type of brick-vault hall building is very similar with that of the 

traditional timber building at that time. 

3 STRUCTURAL PERFORMANCE 

The Introduction must begin immediately below, following the format of this template. In 

order to find out the structural performance of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple, the 

software of ANSYS was used to build up the finite element model of this building (Figure.4), 

the structural performance of the building under the vertical load and the earthquake load were 

analyzed, respectively. 

This building is a masonry structure, based on the test data of the brick compressive 

strength, the mortar compressive strength and the code for design of masonry structures 

(GB50003-2011), the parameter values of the finite model were obtained as follows: the elastic 

modulus is 3.024 GPa, the density is 1990 kg / m3, the Poisson's ratio is 0.15, the compressive 

strength is 1.35 MPa and the tensile strength is 0.17 MPa. The live load on the roof of the 

building is 0.7 kN / m2, and the live load on the floor is 3.5 kN / m2. In the finite model, there 

are 426,000 SOLID45 elements.  

         

      (a) The whole model (b) The longitudinal section model 

Figure 4: Finite element model of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

3.1 Structural performance of this building under the vertical load 

The calculation results of the first principal stresses of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo 

Temple under the vertical load is shown in Figure.5. The maximum value of the first principal 

stress is 0.312 MPa, and the tensile strength is 0.17 MPa, the position where the first principal 

stress exceeds the tensile strength is easy to crack. According to the analysis results, under the 
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limited vertical load, the top of the partition vault between the intermediate arch and the side 

arch is most prone to crack. 

  

(a) North elevation                      (b) Transverse section 

  

(c) The first floor section                   (d) The second floor section 

Figure 5: The first principal stress diagrams of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

The calculation results of the third principal stresses of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo 

Temple under the vertical load is shown in Figure.6. The maximum value of the third principal 

stress is 1.42 MPa, and the compressive strength is 1.35 MPa. The position where the third 

principal stress exceeds the compressive strength is easy to break. According to the analysis 

results, under the limited vertical load, the foot of the door arch at the north side is most prone 

to break.  

 

   (a) North elevation               (b) East elevation 
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        (c) Transverse section        (d) The first floor arches 

Figure 6: The third principal stress diagrams of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

3.2 Structural performance of this building under the earthquake load 

Yongzuo Temple is located in Taiyuan, Shanxi Province, where its seismic fortification 

intensity is 8 degree, and the design basic seismic acceleration value is 0.2g. The EL Centro 

earthquake wave was used to analyze the seismic performance of this building along the north-

south direction which has a less stiffness. The seismic wave information was shown in Fig 7. 

The maximum values of the seismic acceleration time history of 8-degree frequent earthquake, 

design earthquake, and rare earthquake are 0.70 m / s2, 2.00 m / s2, and 3.90 m / s2, respectively 

[12].  

 
Figure 7 : EL Centro earthquake wave 

In this study, a linear time-history analysis of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple 

under the 8-degree earthquake was carried out. Because the maximum seismic response 

occurred at 2.16s,  so this time was selected to study the maximum first principal stress and the 

minimum third principal stress of the brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple, the stress diagrams 

are shown in Figure 8-9. 

       

(a) frequent earthquake (b) design earthquake (c) rare earthquake 
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http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e6%8a%97%e9%9c%87%e8%ae%be%e9%98%b2%e7%83%88%e5%ba%a6&tjType=sentence&style=&t=seismic+fortification+intensity
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Figure 8: the first principal stress diagrams 

                   

(a) frequent earthquake  (b) design earthquake (c) rare earthquake 

Figure 9: The third principal stress diagrams 

The calculation results show that the third principal stresses of this building under the 8-

degree frequent earthquake, the 8-degree design earthquake and the 8-degree rare earthquake 

are all less than the compressive strength, which means there is no risk of compressive failure 

under the 8-degree frequent earthquake, the 8-degree design earthquake and the 8-degree rare 

earthquake. Under the 8-degree frequent earthquake, the first principal stress of this building is 

less than the tensile strength, so there will be no cracks occurred in this building. However, 

under the 8-degree design earthquake and rare earthquake, the tensile stresses of some positions 

in this building exceed the tensile strength, which may cause cracks occurred in this building. 

The weak positions of the first floor are the north corner of the exterior wall, the bottom of the 

arch at the south side, the top of the arch of the central bay. The weak positions of the second 

floor are the foot of the exterior wall at the north side, the foot of the door arch at the south side, 

the top of the central arch. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The brick-vault hall of Yongzuo Temple is a very typical case of the brick-vault hall 

building built in the Ming Dynasty. In this study, the architectural form and structural 

performance of this building was studied, some conclusions can be drawn as follows: 

- According to the analysis of the architectural form, the roof height of this building is 

3.820 m, the roof span between the front eave purlin and the back eave purlin is 10.870 

m, the ratio of height to span is 3.820/10.870=1:2.85, which is within the range of 1/3.2 

~ 1/2.7 of the traditional official-type timber buildings of the Ming Dynasty, the result 

shows that the architectural form of this type of brick-vault hall building is very similar 

with that of the traditional timber building at that time. 

- Under the limited vertical load, the top of the partition vault between the intermediate 

arch and the side arch is most prone to crack, the foot of the door arch at the north side 

is most prone to break. 

- There is no risk of compressive failure under the 8-degree frequent earthquake, the 8-

degree design earthquake and the 8-degree rare earthquake. Under the 8-degree 

frequent earthquake, the first principal stress of this building is less than the tensile 

strength, so there will be no cracks occurred in this building. However, under the 8-

http://www.baidu.com/link?url=AX-f2FgDynLTCIoV6se0dBMOIagitDl2dJXQDOHxnYvZVjQLepnovakjW7OXmMbdxJpTpD-iJQnWbV52pzMBD_tosQUZIV2aZquXSF4MCk7Qm25pN6j4-2QkY8PCJb35
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degree design earthquake and rare earthquake, the tensile stresses of some positions in 

this building exceed the tensile strength, which may cause cracks occurred in this 

building.  
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